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The business Business opportunity.

They have thick physical and they are black in color. Budget for Computers and its accessories Computers
Quantity. Also, the outside and inside environment of your house should be protected all the times for higher
meat production. On the other hand, the growing and reproducing pigs must be protected against high
temperatures. Marketing -: Pigs can be sold live to meat sellers or used to make sausages and bacon. However,
it is important to pay special attention to their nutritional needs. One sow gives birth to piglets from one
pregnancy. Sellers of pork are also our targeted customers. Market You can slaughter your pigs when they are
between the ages of 4 months to 6 months. The number of piglets you need to purchase would depend on the
size of your pen because pigs can multiply very quickly. One of the truths about this business is hinged on the
fact that you can start with little capital You will yet need to scale the business plan hurdle because it is really
needful to be sure that you have a blueprint for your business that will serve as a great map to lead you rightly
as you trudge along the pig farming industry. Important points of concern are the source, enables the consumer
to buy directly from a producer. My company will succeed because we provide the most important basic need
that is protein in form of animal meat and our products are consumed daily by majority of Nigerians. So, they
are considered as the best one since this business is totally based on the meat production. Vision Statement :
To provide top quality meat for healthy living of people all over the world. You may build your pen with iron
or concrete depending on which one you prefer and find more affordable. Feeding-: You are in luck when it
comes to pig feeding because they can eat most of the things that human beings can eat which means that you
may not have to start worrying about getting some special feed for them. These consumers buy pork in the
market for consumption. Capital for a Piggery Farming Business Starting a pig farming business is capital
intensive. Louis Moore, production systems are listed in Table 1. Over and above, we have perfected our sale
and marketing strategies first by networking with agriculture merchants and companies that rely on raw
materials from the livestock farming industry who are likely to refer become our customers. I was able to
understand the business side of farming because of your business plan. Both options that producers, especially
those with small herds, are at the allow producers to have a quoted price before selling their mercy of a
volatile feeder pig market. Over and above, pigs breeding business is indeed a profitable and thriving livestock
breeding business that an entrepreneur who is interested in farming should consider going into. Note that pigs
require different types and amount of feed depending on which stage of growth they are at. Feeding a
high-quality food which is also full of nutritious to your pigs for keeping them healthy and happy. Public
markets are places where our customers may want to come and buy our product. Your piggery business plan
should clearly outline the money required to start and operate a pig production business. Automatic nipple
waterers are of farrow-to-finish, farrow-to-feeder, and feeder-to-finish best when set at proper flow rates. You
should locate your piggery farm at least 1 kilometre away from the rivers to avoid possible contamination of
water from effluence. Think of these A summary of water requirements for different size budgets as an
approximation and make appropriate adjust- animals is listed in Table 2. Your piggery business plan should
take into account the construction costs for the housing of pigs. In addition to their excellent growth rate, there
also a requirement of less effort to maintain them. The growth potential of your piglets will depend on the
nature and quality of the parent stock. So you have to ensure that the piggery houses are built to protect the
young and grown pigs against extreme temperature and bad weather conditions e. During winter, make use of
heat lamp in the house to keep your farm warmer. With continuous training and re- training on business skills
and entrepreneurship, I will grow this business to compete internationally and also extend my tentacle to other
agro based enterprises Computers I plan to buy two 2 standard Dell laptops mini of GB of hard disk, 4GB ram,
3.


